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Schwarzenegger's in, Davis is out
LOS ANGELES (AP) —  
Californians banished Gov. Gray 
Davis just 11 
months into his 
second term and 
elected action 
hero Arnold 
Schwarzenegger 
to replace him 
Tuesday —  a 
Hollywood end­
ing to one of the 
most extraordi- 
Arnold nary political
Schwarzenegger melodramas in
>«t
"l«0uld
careless."
Reece,
mUtecture
eng^eering
tmtman
"By the time he 
gets settled 
into office he's 
going to be 
running against 
someone else." 
—  Danny Vukosa, 
business senior
t a l /
"...ilflClintock 
is theUnly way 
I'd beliappy."
—nuchal 
Boermai ,^ graphic 
communication 
AwÉman
the nation’s history.
Voters traded a career Democratic 
politician who became one t)f the 
state’s most despised chief executives 
for a moderate Republican megastar 
who had nev'er before run for office. 
Davis became the first California 
governor pried from office and only 
the second nationwide to be recalled.
“Tonight 1 stand before you with a 
heart full of gratitude and apprecia­
tion,” Davis told a crowd of support­
ers at the downtown Millennium 
Biltmore Hotel. “We’ve had a lot of 
g(X)d nights over the last 20 years, but
tonight the people did decide it is 
time for someone else to serve, and 1 
accept their judgment.”
Davis said he spoke to 
Schwarzenegger by phone and offered 
his support during the transition to a 
new administration.
“I am calling on everyone in this 
state to put the chaos and the divi­
sion of the recall behind us and do 
what’s right for this great state of 
California,” he said.
As Davis spoke Schwarzenegger’s
see RECALL, page  2
State rejects Proposition 54
LOS ANGELES (A P) —
California voters overwhelmingly 
rejected a contentious ballot initia­
tive Tuesday that would have 
banned the government from track­
ing race in everything from 
preschcxjls to police work.
Proposition 54 was one of two ini­
tiatives that were soundly defeated 
Tuesday. The second measure. 
Proposition 53, would have diverted 
billions of budget dollars to rebuild-
Students vote in recall
Amidst classes, senior projects and upcoming midterms several students 
still made time to vote in the gubernatorial recall election. Individuals were 
assigned polling places around town and even on campus.
Voting polls 
around San 
Luis Obispo 
County 
were
visited by
students
and
community
members
alike.
The
University 
Union was 
one such 
location.
SPENCER
MARLEY/
MUSTANG DAILY
Students and community mem­bers voted for or against the recall Tuesday in the 
University Union polling place.
Over 60 percent of registered 
voters turned out Tuesday despite 
fewer voting locations. In regular 
elections the state sets up about 
25,000 polling places, but only 
15,213 were used Tuesday. Voters 
requested 3.2 million absentee 
ballots, and California’s 58 coun­
ties already prcKessed 2.2 million 
ballots turned in prior to Tuesday. 
Many absentee ballots will not be 
counted until after the election 
day. Numbers as reported by The 
Associated Press.
è
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ing a crumbling infrastructure.
Though they were overshadowed 
by the gubernatorial recall race, 
both propositions would have made 
important changes to California law.
Proposition 54 would have 
banned the collection or analysis of 
racial information in public educa­
tion, contracting and employment.
Opponents of Proposition 54 had
see PROPO SIT ION, page  2
Local
Republicans
celebrate
By Micah Paulson
MUSTANG DAILY
The San Luis Obispo Republican 
headquarters was all smiles and hand­
shakes last night, as the first voter 
results showed the recall would take 
place with Arnold Schwarzenegger in 
the lead.
“It is significant that there was such 
a high voter turnout, it’s the begin­
ning ot a voter revolution,” said Tom 
Bordonaro Jr., chairman ot the San 
Luis Obispo Republican Party. “The 
people are tired of business as usual.”
Republicans displayed confidence 
in the lead Schwarzenegger held. 
L(x;al Republicans w'ere not surprised 
by the voting results.
“1 really knew this would happen 
yesterday when Arnold had aKiut 
700 people show up at 8:30 a.m. in 
Lcts Angeles, while ITavis only had 
abut 70 people show up at 11 a.m.,” 
said Bordonaro.
The recent Los Angeles Times arti­
cles bringing attention to 
Schwarzenegger allegedly groping 
women, was IcKiked at distastefully by 
Republicans.
“The L.A. Times articles are going 
to 'backfire on them,” said Matt 
Kokkonen, co-chairman of the San 
Luis Obispo recall. “It was sprung at 
such a late date, it was clearly politi­
cally motivated. The L.A.Times will 
lose credibility from this.”
Several Tom McClintiKk support­
ers strutted T-shirts and buttons
see REPUBLICANS, page  2
Democrats lay low as Republicans takeover seat
By Stephen Curran
MUSTANG DAILY
San Luis Obisp<T County democ­
rats kept a low profile Tuesday night 
as Republican Arnold
Schwarzenegger was elected 
California’s next governor.
For the most part, local party 
members stayed home and watched 
the results unfold on television, 
chtxising to drum up support earlier
Tuesday aftemoLTn.
Raymond Zeuschner, chair of the 
SLO County Democratic Central 
Committee and Cal Poly speech pro­
fessor, said the recall election will set 
a dangerous precedent and that 
California’s leaders will be tied tip in 
never-ending recall elections.
“We’ll be stymied and Kittled up,” 
Zeuschner said. “What we’ll have is 
people using the recall to get back at 
people.”
LtKally, the recall passed with 
62.72 percent, with Schwarzenegger 
taking 49.26 percent of the vote. 
Such results are in keeping with San 
Luis Obispo County’s demographics, 
said County Clerk-Recorder Julie 
Rodewald.
Since the county has a predomi­
nately Republican base, the 
Schwarzenegger advantage was 
expected.
“That’s pretty much what we
would expect,” Rodewald said. 
“(SLO County voters) are heavily 
Republican.”
O f the county’s 1 37,290 registered 
voters, about 54,000 are 
Republicans, Zeuschner said. To help 
rally support for recalled Gov. Gray 
Davis, Zeiichner’s group made mtire 
than 16,000 phone calls to registered 
Dem(x:rats, he said.
see DEMOCRATS, page  2
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5-Day Forecast
FRIDAY
high: 74° / low 53°
SATURDAY 
high: 73°/ low  52°
SU N DAY
high: 74°/ low  52°
Sunrise/Sunset
rises: 7K)3 a.m./ sets 6:37 p.m.
Tides
h igh 9:52 a.m. 5.11 feet
9:47 p.m. 5.04 feet
low 3:31 a.m. 0 2 8  feet
3:50 p.m. 1 2 5  feet
Is there a city you'd like to see in the 
weather box? E-mail us at \5 
mustangdaily@calpoly.eduZ - W  C
Air tanker based 
in Santa Barbara
SANTA BA RBA RA , Q dif. 
(AP) —  A twin-engine P2V tire- 
tiuhtin^; air tanker is now sta- 
tii>neJ at Santa Barbara 
Municipal Airport.
Earlier this year, the U.S. Forest 
Service decided it wouldn’t base 
any ot its air tankers at the airport, 
saying it was crucial to have those 
aircraft close to hot spots during; 
the late spring and summer.
The fire risk has now lessened 
in northerly areas and most air­
craft have shifted to Southern 
California, historically prone to 
major wildfires in October and 
November, authorities said 
Monday.
Still, conditions remain hot 
.ind dry along inland Central 
Coast stretches.
Thirteen of 18 Forest Service 
air tankers are now in the sttuth- 
ern half of California.
ETHNIC
RIGHTS!
ethnicrightsam endm ent.org
I i® k A lb e ils o n s
A T T E N T IO N  S T U D E N T S
Accepting Applications
Alb«mon's Is accepting applkatlom for temporary 
employment In the event of a labor dispute.
Cashier 
Stockers 
Produce 
Deli Clerks 
Class A Truck Drivers 
Cake Decorators 
Meat Cutters 
Courtesy Clerks 
Bakery Clerks
We are offering up to $ 19.18 houriy based 
upon position and experience. Please contact 
the store director at the Morro Bay or San Luis 
Obispo Aibertson’s. Albertson s applications 
accepted every day between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m.
'Sessions': Live bands on KCPR
TODAY ïV . . :
high: 76°/ low  54“
THURSDAY , - 
high: 76° / low 53°.
NATHAN CASWELL/MUSTANG DAILY
KCPR DJ EJ.Nedmeyer hosts'Sessions'on Tuesdays from 7 to 8 p.m., 
where he welcomes bands to the studiò each week. On Tuesday, 
Ragg played and was broadcast live.
REPUBLICANS
continued from page 1
endorsing the candidate. Most were 
happy with the voting results despite 
McClintiK'k’s low numbers.
“1 tht)ught McClintock was the 
best man for the joh. We’ll get 
McClintock in for 2006,” said Allen 
Brown, UkuI realtor. “Arntild appeals
to more of rhe electorate because of 
his more moderate views.”
Schwarzenegger will have a tough 
rode ahead to prove himself ro 
Californians. Though some locals 
have an optimistic outlcxik.
“Campaign contributions are 
killing this stare, Arnold will shy 
away trom special interest groups 
because he has money and an accom­
plished career as an acr».)r,” Bordonaro 
said.
DEMOCRATS
continued from page 1
Officially, the group adopted the 
“No on Recall, Yes on Bustamante” 
slogan. Bustamante was second to 
concede the election, acknowledging 
defeat at about 10:30 p.m., about one 
and a half hours after State Sen. Tom 
McClintixk, R-Thousand Oaks.
The group was officially against 
Proposition 54, which would have 
prohibited the state from collecting 
ethnic data from public health orga­
nizations, but did not take an official 
position on Prop<isition 53, which 
would have earmarked specific per­
centages of California’s general fund 
for infrastructure improvements.
SLO County voters defeated both 
initiatives.
Michael Winn, a Cal Poly speech 
lecturer and president of the Nipomo 
Community Services District,
(Goodwill IS liallOAveen Headquarters
Goodtime Costutnes
RENTALS at Goodwill prices
or shop any
□nndiuill
^  & put together
your own
r.‘- ,• 'I*
‘4 '■*
Goodtime Costumes
88 0  Industriai W ay 54 3 -0 9 9 7  
Easily Access: FREE PARKING
_  Goodwill Store
D  ^ . 1 5  Higuera St.
1 ^ :.?  i>. t Also in Grover Beach,
' Atascadero &  Paso Robles
PROPOSITION
continued from page 1
criticized it as a blow against antidis­
crimination policies, while hackers 
insisted it was a leap toward a “col­
orblind scKziety.”
With 28 percent of precincts 
reporting, 1,417,495 voters, or 58 
percent, were against Proposition 
54, while 1,029,274, or 42 percent, 
favored the measure.
On Proposition 53, 1,542,777 
voters, or 65 percent, were against 
the initiative, while 827,412, or f5 
I percent, voted in favor of it.
I Ward Connerly, the University of 
I California regent who put
expressed mixed feelings about the 
election.
“1 just don’t see any good out­
come,” Winn said. “It’ll send a mes; 
sage (to democrats) hut the instability 
of the state is going to get worse.” 
Winn, a registered Republican, said 
Schwarzenegger would not put a posi­
tive face on the party.
“1 think (the Republicans) are 
going to Ire embarrassed a great deal,” 
he said. “The irony is, we’ve taken 
the ‘duh’ out of Florida. Here’s a state 
the size of France that can’t come up 
with a better choice for governor.” 
However, the average Californian 
will not feel significant changes from 
the results, Zeuschner said.
“The agencies will continue work­
ing, the schools will still operate,” 
Zeuschner said. “1 just don’t think 
Arnold (Schwarzenegger) will be 
allowed to govern. I don’t think he 
can.
Proposition 54 on the ballot, cam­
paigned on rhe assertion that public 
policies which fir people into racial 
boxes are outdared and destructive. 
Despite the defeat, Connerly said 
Tuesday night that “the day will 
come when the American people will 
not he divided into racial categories.”
“And we can look hack on this 
period as the beginning of that 
process,” he told supporters in 
Sacramento as part of his concession 
speech.
Lt. Gov. Cruz Bustamante, who 
lost the recall race, hailed rhe out­
come on Proposition 54-
“We have something to celebrate 
tonight. We have this victory on 
Proposition 54,” he said.
RECALL
continued from page 1
name, people in the crowd said 
“Recall! Recall!” But Davis held up 
his hand and said “No, no.”
Schwarzenegger declared victory 
during a celebration at the Century 
Plaza Hotel, where he was intro­
duced by jay Leno, host of “The 
Tonight Show With Jay Leno,” 
where he announced his candidacy 
just two months ago.
“1 came here with absolutely 
nothing, and California has given 
me absolutely everything. And 
today, California has given me the 
greatest gift. You have given me your 
rrust tor voting for me,” he said, sur­
rounded by his wife, Maria Shriver, 
mother-in-law Eunice Shriver, and 
other Shriver and Kennedy relatives.
“1 will do everything 1 can ro live 
up to that trust. 1 will not fail you, 1 
will not disappoint you, and 1 will 
not let you down.”
Early tallies showed the recall 
favored by 2,171,768 voters, or 54 
percent, and opposed by 1,849,198, 
or 46 percent.
Other early returns had 
Schwarzenegger ahead with more 
than 1,815,329 votes; Demtx:ratic 
Lt. Gov. Cruz Bustamante with 
1,204,572; Republican state Sen. 
Tom McClintcKk with 491,354; and 
Green Party candidate Peter 
Camejo with 96,352.
Voters alsrr rejected two proposi­
tions. Proposition 54 would have 
banned state and local governments 
from tracking race in everything from 
pre'sch(X)ls to police work. Voters 
across the racial spectrum rejected 
the measure, according to exit 
ptrlling. Proposition 53 would have 
set aside up to 3 percent of the state 
budget every year beginning in 2006 
to build and rebuild infrastructure.
Schwarzenegger prevailed despite 
a flurry ot negative publicity in the 
campaign’s final days, surviving alle-
garitins that he had groped women 
and accusations that as a young man 
he expressed admiration for Adoll 
Hitler.
The 56-year-old Austrian immi­
grant finds himself in charge of the 
nation’s most populated state with 
an economy surpassed only hy those 
ot several countries.
Schwarzenegger promised to 
return the shine to a Golden State 
beset by massive budget ptiihlems and 
driven hy deep political divisions.
Voters faced rwo questions —  
whether to recall Davis, and who 
among rhe other candidates should 
replace him if he was removed. They 
chose to get rid of rhe incumbenr 
and pur Schwarzenegger in his place.
McClintock conceded defeat, 
telling supporters he had just spoken 
with Schwarzenegger and pledged 
his support.
“This is a great day for California. 
History' will record thar on this day 
in response to a common danger rhe 
people of California rose to their 
duties as citizens and ordered a new 
direction for our stare,” he said.
”... It has been the greatest honor 
and greatest privilege of my life to 
have been a part of that discussion.”
Bustamante addressed supporters 
an hour after polls closed, celebrat­
ing the defeat of Proposition 54 and 
praising the state’s Indian tribes, 
which were among his top support­
ers, but leaving rhe stage without 
conceding defeat.
About seven in 10 voters inter­
viewed in exit polls said they had 
made up their minds how they would 
vote on the recall question mirre 
than a month before the election.
Long lines were reptrrted at polling 
places through the day. By late afrer- 
ntxrn, Terri Carbaugh, a spokes­
woman for the Secretary of State, 
said a turnout of 60 percent appeared 
likely, higher than the 50.7 percent 
who voted in last November’s guber­
natorial election. It would be the 
highest percentage to vote in a guber­
natorial election since 1982.
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^Closest Bike Shop to Campus^
All remaining 2003 bikes on SALE 
Save $2 0 4 4 0 0
Sak 2004 Raletfi N20 or 
Diamondback Outtook 
was $229S8^  now $189J6
I f  you can find any bike we carry cheaper in 
SLO, we will beat it by 20%.
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National. RoundM R
At l a n t a  —  The Coca-Cola Co. has agreed to pay $540,000 to aformer finance manager to settle a whistleblower lawsuit that led 
to a criminal investigation of fraud allegations at the world’s largest 
beverage maker.
Matthew Whitley sued for wrongful termination in state and fed- 
eral court in May. The suit accused Coke of rigging a marketing test 
three years ago to inflate the popularity of Frozen Coke at Burger King 
restaurants in Virginia.
• • •
WASHINGTON —  An Indiana company has recalled 33,000 
pounds of frozen corn dogs because they contain undeclared ingre­
dients that could cause allergic reactions in some consumers, the 
Agriculture Department said Tuesday.
TKe^dfn from Olympic Food Products Inc. in Kokomo, 
cont^ed and whey that weipn’t wtitiçn pn the label. At^bth^r 
ingrédient, beef^also was missing fr^m the depart^ieàt s^d.
|]he corn dogs vfefe 'iOtd in stor^  natitHyide.-^o qéie 
siçk, depairr^iu. olficials said.  ^ i.’
i __' • • r" ■> '
IHIESA, Arizi —  A  man comrktüf of klkbi< injld,1
iljchce Frank
Silva Roque tti deadh fot fetliilly shooting;Halbir SmghfSodlili in front of 
Sodhi’s gas station on S^pt. 15, 2001. ^
V...-v,, • • e. ’...
SANTA MONICA —  A ju ^ e  issued a permanent fpjkinction
Tuesday ordering a Japanese businessman to stay away from Britney 
Spears, ruling he was "was abnormally obsessed and fixated with 
Spears.”
Spears, 21, first sought a restraining order against Masahiko 
Shizawa in December 2002, alleging that he “tracked and attempted to 
contact” her at her home in Los Angeles, as well as at her second home 
and one ol her parent’s homes, which are both outside California.
—  Associated Press
W orldgSSndup
SEOUL, South Korea —  North Korea dealt a blow Tuesday to prospects for further multilateral talks aimed at curbing its nuclear weapons 
development, saying it will not allow Japan to participate in any new 
dialogue because it is untrustworthy.
Japan firmly rejected the North Korean position, saying it had a role 
to play in any talks on the nuclear issue. “We simply cannot accept such a 
statement,” Japanese government spokesman Jiro Okuyama said at a 
regional summit in Bali.
• • •
MEXICO CITY —  Former President Jimmy Carter vowed Tuesday to 
help ease Mexico’s housing deficit, saying the world’s greatest challenge is 
closing the gap between rich and poor.
Carter was in Mexico City on Tuesday to annoutK:« that Habitat for 
Humanity hHernational plans to build ISO  homes in Mexico next year.
• • •
BAGHOAI^ Iraq —  Insurgents killed three U.S. soldiers witlT road­
side boiRMis, the military reported Tuesday, and former Iraqi intelligence 
officers demanding jobs hurled stones and charged Americam forces guard­
ing occupation headquarters in the capital.
ANKARA, Turkey —  Parliament voted overwhelmingly Tuesda^to 
give the government permission to send Tkirkish peacekeepers to Iraq, 
but members of Iraq’s interim council Opposed the move, a sign of the 
problems Washington faces as it tries to assemble a peacekeeping force.
The United States has been pressing Turkey for months to send what 
would be the first major Muslim contingent of peacekeepers.
• • •
GUANTANAMO BAY, Cuba —  U.S. military officials imposed strict 
reporting limits Tuesday on the first journalists to go to the U.S.-run 
detention camp for terror suspects since the arrests of a Muslim army 
chaplain and two interpreters.
The reporters were required to sign "ground rules" for coverage that 
banned questions about the investigations on pain of being removed from 
the U.S. Navy camp IcKated at Guantanamo Bay, on the eastern tip of Cuba.
—  Associated Press
College,
KOIlTidup
PHILADELPHIA —  If it does not act soon, America could 
become considerably behind other 
industrialized nations in postsec- 
ondary education by 201S. This is 
among the verdicts drawn in 
"Closing the College 
Participation Gap," a report 
released by the Education 
Commission of the States on Oct. 1.
The study evaluated and ana­
lyzed the intricacies of post-high 
school education in the United 
States, -in. ] ■ I■
If li ning ap p n rt iin it^ P f ill cit­
izens is critical to bc^HH^Tvidual
and colle^ve well-1^
-------------—
ANNfXRibR, M i c ^ ^ ' I
recent sr
ty dispefiiS tbc a a ^ aW B iye are 
all alikerfl1TlhW*tfl8^^
Accoififhg lu ilie ie(1ffrtrethnic 
minoritiesaend to expeiw 
express iwa.geU*Si|pclTOrpain 
differe
The|4stttJg,,combiiw 
of ISO^ ^ a r e l
authored ny C^iiiiWf'VjteeTi, an 
anesthesiology professor at the 
University of Michigan, and multi­
ple other experts IcKated 
throughout the United States.
—  University Wire
THIS WEEK
IN  A S I  E v e n t s
HIGHER GROUNDS ENTERTAINMENT SER I ES
Featuring DANJARUS SYNDICATE 
Wednesday, October 8 
6 • 8 p.m. in BackStage Pizza • F f^E
Higher Grounds Is pleased to spice it up and bring you the acoustical 
hip-hop sounds of DAN JARAS SYNDICATE. The syndicate is a 
collection of the area's hottest talents The crew boasts emcees of 
both the east and west coast styles, along with the voices of R&B 
singers, and a vanety of musicians. The culmination of these 
individuals, and the common love for music, gives Danjarus Syndicate 
a style of its own.
UU H O U R
Featuring THE NEW TOMORROW
Thursday. October 9
11 a m. • noon in the UU Plaza ■ FREE
THE NEW  TO M O RRO W  is bound to pep up your day with its punk 
style Don't miss the opportunity to see this band in action.
UU G A L L E R Y
AMP - Art, Music and Poetry 
Thursday, October 9 
7:00-9:30 p.m.
UU Gallery located in the University Union Epicenter
Cal Poly students' art, music and poetry will fill the UU Gallery. 
Everyone is invited to attend this free showcase.
W W W . A S  I . C A L P O  L Y . E D U / E V E N T S
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Win with 
Campus Express Club
“I love using Campus Express Club 
because it is so much more 
convenient than carrying cash. I 
can use my card at vending 
machines, cafes and El Corral 
Bookstore. “ says Kristen L., 
Animal Science major.
In addition to the other 
bcncfiLs of membership, if 
you join or add value to 
your Campus Express 
Club during October you 
can win a scholarship. To 
be e lig ib le  to win 
reimbursement for Fall 
Q u a rte r  tu itio n  or  
textbooks, add any amount 
to your m em bership  
during October. For a 
chance to win $50 credited 
to your membership, add 
$50 or more.
Campus Express Club is 
Cal Poly’s premier value 
club. Add value to your 
Campus Express Club and
then use your PolyCard  
(campus ID) to purchase food 
and school supplies at 
Campus Dining's family of 
restau ran ts , El C orral 
Bookstore, Pony Prints, 
Health Services and to pay 
for printing at OpenAccess
“You can check your balance and 
transaction history 24 hours a day 
from anywhere in the world,’’ 
according to Edward H., Civil 
Engineering,major.
computer labs.
Join or add value online at
www.cpfoundation.org/express/
You can also call (805)756- 
2849 or (805) 756-5939 to 
add value using Visa, 
MasterCard or Discover, or 
stop by one of the Express 
Stations located in most 
restaurants on campus, or go 
to Customer Service
(Bldg. 19) or the Foundation 
Cashier (Bldg. 15).
Raymond J., Business 
m ajor says, “W ith the 
Campus Express Club you 
don’t have to worry about 
having cash with you, and 
you can use it anywhere...The 
Avenue, El Corral Bookstore, 
J u l i a n ’ s,  C a m p u s  
Market...It’s great!’’
Anyone adding value during 
October, whether at the web 
site. Express Stations, by 
phone, mail or in person is 
automatically entered in the 
drawing and winners will be 
notified by telephone or 
email. Good luck in the 
drawing!
Economics major, Andrew S., says, 
“The Campus Express Club saves 
me tons of time and hassles. It is 
the most convenient way for me to 
pay for all of my campus 
purchases!’'
www.cpfoundation.org/express/
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Man charged in attorney's death pleads 
guilty to involuntary manslaughter
BAKERSFIELD (AP) —  The man 
charged in the srahhiny dearli of a 
Kern County assistant district attor­
ney pleaded guilty Tuesday to volun- 
tarv manslaughter.
Chris Hillis was charged with tirst- 
degree murder in the death of 
Stephen Tauzer, who was found in his 
garage in a ptxd of hlotid, a knife 
sticking out of his head, the weekend 
of Sept. 13, 2002. Hillis had pleaded 
inruKent to the charges.
On Tuesday, Hillis accepted a deal
from pro.secutors. He was sentenced 
to 12 years in prison.
He was .scheduled for a Nov. 10 trial.
“In a fit of rage, it happened,” 
Hillis’ attorney, Kyle Humphrey, said 
in an interview after the plea.
Hillis is the father of Lance Hillis, 
a 22-year old drug ahuser who had 
lived with Tauzer on a number of 
occasions. Authorities said Tauzer, 
57, provided Lance with shelter, 
money and legal help until Lance 
Hillis’ death in a traffic accident on
Aug. 7.
At a preliminary hearing in the 
case, witnesses testified that Tauzer 
and Chris Hillis disagreed about how 
to handle Lance’s drug problems. 
Tauzer urged drug treatment for 
Lance rather than a jail sentence 
which Chris Hillis .said his son need­
ed to kick his drug habit.
After Tauzer’s death, the “Lords of 
Bakersfield” legend surfaced and was 
detailed in a series of stories published 
in The Bakersfield Californian.
Court clears Giant Sequoia monument
W ASHINGTON (AP) —  
California’s Giant Sequoia National 
Monument cleared it last legal chal­
lenge Monday as the Supreme Court 
declined to consider an appeal by 
Tulare County and logging groups.
The court’s action, issued without 
comment, upheld President Clinton’s 
creation of the 327,769-acre Giant 
Sequoia monument.
The court also refu.sed to hear chal­
lenges to other Clinton-era monu­
ments in Arizona, (Dolorado, Oregon 
and Washington state.
Nearly two years ago, U.S. District 
Judge Ricardo Urbina rejected the 
argument raised by Tulare County, 
Sierra Forest Products and the 
Sugarloafers Snowmobile
AsstKiation, among others, to strike 
down the creation of the monument.
Last October, an appellate panel 
upheld Urbina’s opinion.
“I think it’s great,” said Barbara 
Boyle, the Sierra Club’s Sacramento- 
based senior regional representative. 
“It reaffirms the validity of the 
Antiquities Act, and of a president’s 
ability to create monuments.”
Opponents to the monument were 
surprised.
“We always thought we had a good 
case,” said Kent Duysen, general 
manager of Sierra Forest Products.
The Forest Service is preparing its 
final management plan for the Giant 
Sequoia monument, which is expect­
ed to be completed this fall —  a plan 
that has been criticized by environ­
mentalists and California Attorney 
General Bill Lockyer.
But as a matter of upholding presi­
dential authority, the Bush adminis­
tration contended Clinto’s use of the 
Antiquities Act could not be second- 
guessed by courts.
Western lawmakers have continu­
ally tried to scale back presidential 
powers to create national monu­
ments. The Western-dominated 
House Resources Committee in April 
2002 approved a bill putting restric­
tions on monuments larger than 
50,000 acres. That bill never 
advanced.
Solicitor General Theodore Olson 
argued that Clinton’s use of the 
Antiquities Act in creating the Giant 
Sequoia monument on April 15, 20(X), 
fell within a president’s authority.
The law lets presidents, acting 
without congressional approval, des­
ignate national monuments.
Tulare County officials contended 
the monument was unnecessarily big. 
It is about half the size of Yosemite 
National Park. The monument is 
designed to protect some of the 
world’s largest and oldest trees.
Jury recommends death for second man 
convicted in Long Beach rape-murder
LONG BEACH (AP) —  A jury 
recommended the death penalty 
Tue.sday for a man convicted lil a 
1998 rape and murder.
Kevin Darnell Pearson, 26, was 
previously convicted of murder, rob­
bery, rape and kidnapping for rape 
and torture.
The jury deliberated for about six 
hours before returning its recom­
mendation, said Jane Robison of the 
district attorney's office.
Pearson and another man, 
Warren Hardy, were both convicted 
in the December 29, 1998 killing of 
Penny Keprta, 43. Hardy was sen­
tenced to death in January.
A third man charged in the mur­
der, Jamelle Armstrong, is still 
awaiting trial.
Pearson will return to Long E3each 
Superior Court to be fonnally sen­
tenced Nov. 13 hy Judge Tomson 
Ong.
Keprta was walking along a road 
in Long Beach when she was 
attacked. She was sodomized with a 
stake from a freeway construction 
barrier and the bones in her face 
were broken in a subsequent beat­
ing. Her body later was found near 
Interstate 405 in Long Beach.
Take Traffic Scrhool Now! Ava ilab le  O n lin e  24f71
D u e  D a t e  S p e c i a l i s t s :  R u s h  & F e d E x  A v a i l a b l e .
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IcdpolyFor more Irrfo or to regislar log-on to: 
www.traffic8Chool.com
“  T ra ffic S c h o o l. c o m ’'
Driving Down Your Coat of Driving.*
V /«'VC’S. .¿V
or call toll-free 
1<800>691>S014
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Y ou’r e  v ro n c .
Pilot Center
P C F  Aviation is the largest Flight School on the Central Coast, with a 
wi(je array of C essn a  & Piper aircraft. Our diverse fleet makes it easy  
to schedule your Flight Training around your school schedule.
PCF Aviation Features:
12 Training Aircraft 
FAA Certified Flight Instructors 
Block Rate Discounts
Pre-Paid Flight Training Package Discounts 
ln>House Financing Options 
Online Scheduling
24>Hour Access to Aircraft and Instructors 
State-oMhe Art Interactive Computer Based Ground Instruction 
The only New Training Aircraft on the Central Coast 
The only Multi-Engine Training Aircraft on the Central Coast
Introductory Flight I«^sson
PCF Aviation, LLC, 935 Airport Drive, San Luis Obispo, CA 805-783-2FLY 
www.pcfaviation.com pcf@pcfaviation.com
Campus P olice Department 7^ 6-228V  
Women's Center 7^ 6-2600  
h ttp ://s a fe r .c a lp o ly .e d u
Safer Is sponsored by Student Life and Leadership Women’s Programs and University Police Department
cal po  ^homecoming
Come to a Club Info Meeting to 
find out how your club can win $500!
www.homecoming.calpoly.edu
Dates: Wed, 10/8 at 7 p m  A N D T h u rs, 10/9 at 1 1am  
Location: A lum n i Office, B ldg  28 
Questions: N ikole at 756-2586
a « i * i  ^  ©
Political Information Luncheon 
For Faculty & Staff
The California Faculty Association (CFA) is 
holding a luncheon in honor of Assemblywoman 
Rebecca Cohn, candidate for 15th Senate District. 
She will talk about Sacramento politics and will 
discuss the upcoming local Senate race.
Date: October 9  
Time: 1 l :0 0 a m -l :0 0  pm
California Faculty Asscxiiation 
San Luis Obispo Chapter
Building 38, Room 131 ‘ ’ Telephone: 805-756-2717
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Art Imitating Life
Greek rush promos integrate marketing, art
► Fraternities, sororities 
use more than word of 
mouth to recruit new 
members
By John Pierson
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
They are everywhere: Walking 
hillhoards that don T-shirts with 
catchy logos ot the hottest retail 
brands, twisted around to represent 
something else entirely. They are 
the latest rush T-shirts, fliers and 
booths from Cal Poly’s fraternities 
and sororities.
Leading the Gteeks in terms of 
innovative booth design was Sigma 
Nu. Their booth was a partially
“The most effective tactic is word of 
mouth and personal invitation. . .
A staffed booth is the most valuable 
because you're able to talk to people per- 
sonally to get their questions answered.”
M ark  Hucklebridge
public relations lecturer
opened circle with a small table in 
the center sporting the Sigma Nu 
letters on three sides, unlike the 
boring square booths of other fra­
ternities.
“We wanted something more 
open that wasn’t like a harrier
between us and (prospective mem­
bers),’’ said agribusiness junior 
Michael Cann, a member of Sigma 
Nu. “We had an idea, like a .spa 
with us sitting in the middle.”
Phi Kappa Psi, more commonly 
referred to as “Phi Psi,” took a dif­
ferent approach to getting atten­
tion to their fraternity.
“It’s about brand recognition,” 
said Matt Mahoney, computer engi­
neering senior and Phi Psi member.
The fraternity created an 
insignia with the greek letters “Phi” 
and “Psi” and had them printed on 
a dark purple flier with the slogan 
“Good brothers wanted.”
The fraternity also went so far as 
to enlist aid in their advertising. 
Women spotted around campus
_______________ have been wearing
crop-top Phi Psi 
T-shirts. The fra­
ternity, however, 
is not coed.
“They’re girl­
friends and friends 
of the house,”
Mahoney said. “It 
was their idea to 
crop the shirts.” 
F r a t e r n i t y  
Kappa Sigma used 
a different marketing strategy. They 
went to their national organization.
A plain black poster with a white 
silhouette and the slogan “The
most wanted man in A m erica”
came from the national organiza­
tion, as opposed to within the local
house.
Alpha Kappa Delta Phi, 
the national Asian-interest 
sorority, used their fliers as an 
informational tool. They put 
a schedule of the week’s 
events on their flier, making 
more useful when compared 
to the other posters on cam­
pus.
Even though all this was 
done, a more effective, 
proven method of sending 
messages is one that is more 
traditional.
“The most effective tactic 
is word of mouth and person­
al invitation,” Mark 
Hucklebridge, a public rela­
tions lecturer in the journal­
ism department said. “Fliers, 
T-shirts, even balloons are all 
good ways to raise awareness, 
but a staffed booth is the 
most valuable because you’re 
able to meet and talk to peo­
ple personally to get their 
questions answered.”
But just having a staffed 
booth isn’t enough. People 
need to be able to tell visual­
ly which booth is for which 
fraternity.
“It seemed like they all 
used really loud colors,” 
graphic comm unication 
senior Donna Dobbs said. “No one 
really stood out.”
Graphic communication senior 
Jeff Cheal echoed those sentiments.
MAH WECHTER/MUSTANG DAILY
Posters, such as the ones above advertising the Kappa Sigma fraternity 
and the Alpha Kappa Delta Phi sorority, lead the advertising assault that 
the campus sees for the fall and spring rush seasons.
“To the average person, it’s all 
Greek letters,” Cheal said. “Unless 
you understand the Greek alphabet 
you don’t know which fraternity is 
which.”
Cheal and Dobbs both thought 
the booths were very generic.
“It’s a very cookie-cutter way to 
promote your fraternity,” Cheal 
said.
Hook It Up
Dirty-named Web site helps students get around
► Polysluts.com creators 
just want to'get hella 
people laid/create 
friendships
By Kendra Hodges
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
Looking for love in all the wrong 
places? Tired of seeing the same old 
faces?
A new Web site might be the 
answer for lonely college students.
Polysluts.com is a new site creat­
ed by students to help misguided 
souls find numerous fine singles for 
a friendship or otherwise.
The goal of the Web site is “to 
get hella people laid,” said founder 
Steve Rosen, a city and regional 
planning junior.
Rosen and co-founder Erik 
Matlin, an electrical engineering 
junior, started the Cal Poly “meat 
market” Web site over the summer, 
originally as an attempt “to get 
dates with Shallon Lester," former 
Mustang Daily “Sex and San Luis” 
columnist, the creators said in an e- 
mail interview.
M atlin and Rosen got their 
friends to join and passed out fliers 
at Farmers Market and in the 
dorms. From there, people submit­
: the emotion felt h\ tho.se w ho 
don't work for the MustunLi: i)ail\
ted profiles and Polysluts was born.
“We also wanted to create a 
forum for people who like obscure 
things and would like to find people 
who like the same things,” said 
Matlin.
Polysluts members responded 
through an e-mail interview on how 
the website has affected their per­
sonal lives.
“Unfortunately the Web site 
hasn’t yet really helped my personal 
life in any way,” electrical engineer 
junior Evan Moore said. “O f course 
that is also due, in no small part, to 
the fact that I haven’t contacted 
any girls from the site. I think most 
people are posting their profiles and 
just waiting for responses. 
Subsequently, I have not received 
any responses to my ad, despite my 
incredibly attractive photo and dev­
ilishly witty profile.”
Other members responded enthu­
siastically to the benefits of the 
Web site and forums, mentioning 
sexual ventures that came from it 
and others who just enjoy getting to
know new people.
“Guys love it and (women) love 
it, but they pretend not to ,” 
mechanical engineering junior 
Matt Hamilton said.
The site, however, does not come 
without its critics.
responsibility for offensive pictures, 
as we do not host them.”
Upon viewing the website, eco­
nomics senior Brandon Robinson 
said he thought the site was not 
well put together and it looked like 
a group of friends just posted their
“It’s dirty,” recreation admini'stra- profiles. Robinson added he would 
tion senior Liza Levinson said. “It not use it as a source to meet new 
should be 
monitored if
they want it to dirty. It should be monitored if they
3 rcsocctiui
source for peo- it to be a respectful source for people 
pie to meet to meet other people.”
other people.”
T h e ,  
founders said 
the site does 
see a degree of 
censorship.
“Steve and 1 browse posts often.
If either of us really don’t like some­
one’s profile we will not hesitate to 
delete it, or modify it,” Matlin said.
“However, this rarely happens.
Basically we like to keep the site as 
free as possible, and we accept no
Liza Levinson
recreation administration senior
people in.
Matlin said he does not view his 
and Rosen’s creation as offensive.
“I don’t see how the site is inher­
ently dirty, other than the name,” 
Matlin said. “It’s a joke. If they 
can’t handle the name, then that’s 
too bad for them.”
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Mustang J obs
rivi
...th ep ince to find the m ost up-to-<iate 
inform ation on Career Services*Events, Job  
Listings, On-Campus Intervien^ and m ore!
Logon to my.calpoly.edu and dick on 
Mustang Jobs to find out m ore about:
2003-2004 Events
Technology Career Fair 
Monday, October 13,2003
Graduate Professional School Day 
Friday, November 7,2003
Fall Job Fair
Monday, November 24, 2003
Career Symposium 
Thursday, February 19, 2004
Summer Camps & Resorts Job Fair 
Thursday, March 4, 2004
Teacher Job Fair 
Monday, April 5,2004
Springboard Job Fair 
Thursday, May 13, 2004
Springboard Job Fair -CAED  
Friday, M ay 14, 2004
College o f  Architecture & Environm ental Design
Job Listings and Interviews
Post your resume on Mustang Jobs now to 
participate in on<campus interviews and 
apply for Career Positions, Summer Jobs, 
Co-ops and Internships!
Cari'cr Services
Cal Poly, Building 124 
805.756.2501
www.careerfervic4S.C0lpoly.tdu
1^
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Monéiy, Othlnr 11, 2003 
10am t9 3pm 
Chamasb Aamtariarn
ACCENTURE 
ADVANCED ANALOOIC TECHN0L00IE8. INC.
AERA ENERGY SERVICES COMPANY 
AMGEN
APPLIED SIGNAL TECHNOLOGY 
BECKMAN COULTER. INC.
BOEING COMPANY 
BOSTON SCIENTIPiC/TAROET 
BROCADE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS 
CYPRESS SEMICONDUCTOR 
DASSAULT SYSTEMES 
DELOnTES TOUCHE 
DELOIHE CONSULTING 
E^TRADE FINANCIAL 
ELECTRONICS FOR IMAGING 
EXPEDIA. INC.
FAIR ISAAC CORPORATION 
FLUOR CORPORATION 
GAP INC.
GREEN HILLS SOFTWARE 
HALLIBURTON ENERGY SERVICES 
HEWLEH PACKARD 
HONDA R A D  AMERICAS, INC.
INTEGRINAUTICS
INTUIT
J.R.FILANC CONSTRUCTION 
JOHNSON CONTROLS 
KIEWIT PACIFIC CO
UWRENCE LIVERMORE NATIONAL UBORATORY
LIBERTY MUTUAL GROUP
LOCKHEED MARTIN
LSI LOGIC CORPORATION
NAVAIR WEAPONS DIVISION
NEVADA COUNTY ECONOMIC RESOURCE COUNCIL
NORTHROP GRUMMAN
NORTHROP GRUMMAN MISSION SYSTEMS/ESL 
NORTHROP GRUMMAN SPACE TECHNOLOGY 
PACIFIC GAS S  ELECTRIC COMPANY 
PARSONS CORPORATION 
PRESTON PIPELINES. INC.
PROVOST AND PRITCHARD ENGINEERING GROUP 
RAYTHEON COMPANY 
SANOISK CORPORATION 
SANTA CRU2 BIOTECHNOLOGY. INC.
SHIMMICK CONSTRUCTION COMPANY INC.
SONIC SOLUTIONS 
r  RYKER ENDOSCOPY 
TRANE
USO CORPORATION 
USS POSCO INDUSTRIES 
VERITAS SOFTWARE
WELLS FARGO INTERNET SERVICES GROUP
I'or the most up-to-date list of companies and job 
descriptions, logon to my.calpoly.edu. click on 
Mustang Jobs and look /yWrr Events.
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Music Lives On
Cash may be gone, but his spirit lives through Bastard Sons
► San Diego band cites 
legendary musician as 
prime influence in 
shaping country sound
By Daniel C. Hartman
IOWA STATE DAILY (lOWA STATE UNIVERSITY)
AM ES, Iowa —  Let’s put some­
thing to rest. Bastard Sons of 
Johnny Cash is not made up of the 
illegitimate love children of the 
late, great “Man in Black.”
But Cash did give the hand —  
and only this hand —  his blessing 
on its choice of name.
To set the record really straight, 
let’s look at where they come from 
in the first place. They don’t come 
from anywhere near the country 
music capital of Nashville, Tenn. In 
fact, lead singer/songwriter Mark 
Stuart is from San Diego, Calif.
“I was exposed to country music 
as a child by my parents,” Stuart 
says. “My Mom was a big western
' -w .i
music fan and had that around the 
house a lot.”
Stuart also explained where they 
got the name for the hand. Sort of.
“My Dad (took me) to go fishing 
many, many times when I was grow­
ing up,” Stuart said. “When we 
went, we listened to a lot of 8-track 
Johnny Cash tapes.”
But is that the real story?
“The honest truth is that the 
name just popped into my head one 
day while I was playing,” Stuart 
said. “It fits with what we are trying 
to do musically.”
Their music style is never set, 
Stuart says, and it’s never supposed 
to be just country.
“1 never set out to make a strict 
country record,” Stuart said. “The 
idea on the last one was to go in 
and make a traditional record in 
the spirit of the outlaw classics by 
Waylon (Jennings), W illie 
(Nelson) and Kris (Kristofferson).” 
That sound shines through on 
the hand’s two albums.. Their first.
“Walk Alone,” gave the world a 
brand new way to look at honky- 
tonk. The second album, “Distance 
Between,” which was released in 
2002, expanded upon that style. 
On “Distance Between,” Stuart’s 
voice sounds a hit like a younger 
Waylon Jennings on some tracks. 
Stuart also knows how to write 
songs about such country themes as 
tears in your beer and driving 18- 
wheelers on dark and lonely high­
ways.
Stuart said the current incarna­
tion of the Bastard Sons, which has 
been around in some form or 
another for eight years, have only 
been together for a couple of years.
“A good band is always a work in 
progress,” Stuart said. “You may 
love the type of music you’re play­
ing, but you’re always looking for 
the best way to present it. Bringing 
in new people makes the sound stay 
fresh too.”
The death of Johnny Cash hit 
the band hard, Stuart said.
“We got the 
news that Johnny 
Cash had died 
since we’ve been 
on the road,”
Stuart said.
“T h a t’s probably 
the biggest event 
that has happened 
to us this tour.”
The late
Johnny Cash, who 
reportedly went 
against the wishes 
of his own record­
ing label when he 
gave his blessing 
to his “Bastard 
Sons,” should rest 
easy knowing they 
carry on his lega­
cy.
“The sound of Johnny Cash 
inspired me quite a bit personally,” 
Stuart said “1 always admired how 
he was able to stay true to what he 
did so long into his career.
The Bastard 
Sons of 
Johnny 
Cash have 
made their 
own name 
by having 
the same 
rebellious 
spirit as 
their
name-sake.
COURTESY PHOTO
“Through the 
years he was able to stand up to the 
establishm ent and do what he 
wanted to do. He proved simple 
songwriting could be best.”
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Older women should 
date younger men with 
no stigma attached
Demi and Ashton. I don’t even need to say the last names, you know who 1 mean. What did they do to deserve such fame? Did they cure world hunger? It’s hard to rememher the last time they even starred in anything halfway 
decent...Striptease and Funk’d come most quickly to mind.
Indeed, this fame comes from Demi being 15 years older than Ashton. If Ashton 
was the one who was 15 years older, no one would have looked twice. After all, Anna 
Nicole Sm ith’s huhhy was encased in an urn, held close to her huxom young chest on
national television before anyone cared about their age
It’s funny when older men look at females young 
enough to he their granddaughters. They’re laughingly 
called “old pervs,” and it’s expected behavior.
Young guys can look at older women, hut when older women return the favor, 
movies are made about it. Mrs. Rohin-son, anyone?
The quest for why our society is prejudiced against older women dating younger 
men is an arduous one. Maybe it’s because men are seen as more sexually active 
throughout life, in need of someone young
and virile to keep up with them. Women are ^  ..... .......  ..... ...........
viewed as uninterested in sex later in life. Or gUJS CUTl look a t older
maybe it’s because society is still stuck in the , , , ,
“hoys mature later than girls” philosophy 'O^ OTHeTlf OUt WheVl 01(167
from junior high. women re tu m  the favor,
Then again, the most accurate assessment ;#■
, L . , , movies are made about it.may he that the image or sweet little granny
getting it on with the newspaper boy is just M tS RobiriSOTl, anyone? 
too much to hear.
All reasons seem a little fuzzy. Women are 
becoming increasing oblivious to such stigma.
According to CNN.com, a survey published in the AA RP Magazine, a publication 
for Americans over 50, close to a third of unmarried American women in their 40s 
through 60s are going out with younger men.
The survey also stated marriage was the motive for dating in that age group for only 
7 percent of the women. The main reason for dating was fun and companionship.
It turns out Mom isn’t looking to settle down with Pops and their lap dog Pookie, 
after all.
With the main objectives for dating being fun and companionship, why would 
women want to be stuck with someone “the appropriate age” for them? Statistically,
men have a few years shorter life
span, so why not bridge the gap?
In the 1940s and 1950s, couples 
often married in their late teens. It 
made sense that the men were a 
few years older than their wives, 
because their wives went straight 
from daddy’s house to theirs. The 
men were expected to support their 
families and needed those extra
years to acquire the means to do so.
Now, women are more independent than ever and often concentrate on starting up 
their careers before delving in to coupledom. They don’t need anyone to look out for 
them, and they are long past the years of needing to find someone a few years older 
to match their maturity.
1 say. Granny, you teach that newspaper boy a few things!
[W]hy would women want to be 
stuck with someone '*the appropriate 
age*' for them? Statisticidly, men 
have a few years shorter lifespan, so 
why not bridge the gap?
Sam antha Yale is a journalism  senior and M ustang Daily staff writer.
^  -'V'
Cbliunnist Wmited
Mustang Daily is looking for a fun and fabuloiis 
woman to write a weekly women’s issues column*
If you are an insightful and entertaining writer ready to address' 
the issues effecting modem women, send a 500-wotd sample to 
mustangdaiiy@hotmail.com by Friday.
And the  w in n e r is ...
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Letter to the editor
Arnold's age was no excuse 
Editor,
Arnold Schwarzenegger is a great actor. He can 
blow things up, fi/^t the bad guys and save human 
kind. But that won’t make him a good governor.
Many women have now come forward with stories 
alxxit hus unwelcomed sexual advances. I, for one, 
don’t enjoy my breasts being grabbed by a passing 
movie star; I don’t care how much money he has.
Some people say that this is a “last minute smear 
campaign,” but I don’t agree.’ First of all, these things 
are not new. Even before he ran for governor, he was 
known in Hi>llywocxI for his objectification of women. 
When the “Oui” magazine article came exit about his 
drug/steroid abuse and gang bang "orgies,” Arnold 
simply dismissed these things by basically saying.
"Hey, I was young and 1 did it for the attention.”
Well, I don’t know about you but I don’t kiK)w of 
any Cal Poly students who would do these things at 
this point in their lives. Maybe when you’re from 
Austria, you can excuse yourself as being "young," but 
he was 29 years old!
So don’t blame this on your age, Arnold; you were 
plenty mature. But besides that, he continued to har- 
rass women for years after that. In fact, one of the 
women who was quoted in the Los Angeles Times 
article experienced this firsthand in 2000. This was 
not a long time ago. Let’s send Arnold a message that 
women don’t appreciate his liehavitrr. Most mature 
men 1 know respect women and understand that no 
means no, but Arnold still has problems with this. No 
means no, Arnold.
Jillian Johnson is a mechanical engineering junior.
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Adults won't be happy with McDonald's'active meal'
McDonald’s is at it again. Slowly hut surely, throughout the last year, Mickey D’s has been introducing leaner, lighter and less fattening items to their heavy weight menu.No pun intended.
First, the McVeggie hurger dehuted, then came the grilled whole ^ ..........................................................-...................
wheat BBQ chicken sandwich. A new line of salads appeared next, McDonald’s is nOt
boasting healthy spring greens, warm grilled chicken breast and low-rat
dressing. to go far with this ‘'G o
And now for the grand finale, according to an article on CNN.com, IS that thc atYflOS
McDonald’s is test-marketing an adult version of the Happy Meal i j  t •
called the “Go Active M eal,’’ which ambiance in a
includes a salad, an exercise booklet and McDonalcPs restaurant is not
V , pt^d^meter to encourage walking. COnducive tO picking a healthy
You ve got to give those marketing executives credit tor their persis- • i
tence in trying to portray a health conscious image. Yes, it is nice to see alternative at trie COUnter. 
healthy alternatives when trying to tame that beastly craving for fast
One reason the “Go Active Meal” will not succeed is the atmosphere and ambiance in a 
McDonald’s restaurant is not conducive to picking the healthy alternative at the counter. The 
first sights and smells that hit you the minute you walk into a Mickey D’s are what? How about 
................ -....................... salty French fries that have been cooked in a vat of grease, cheese melt­
ing on that heated Big Mac or big yellow letters that read, “Super Size 
for just $0.39 more.”
The last place 1 would expect to find encouragement toward healthy 
eating is McDonald’s. The irony is too overpowering.
Since the fast food chain was swept up by pop culture, they have 
always been seen as the hamburger, French fries and milkshake haven 
for Middle America. Now that Middle America is sick of being fat from 
eating McDonald’s, the fast-food chain answers back with a healthy 
option. But that’s just not good enough, especially when most people 
are trained to walk into a McDonald’s and order a Big Mac and fries.
It comes down to the consumer. If they feel like they are going to get 
a healthy meal from McDonald’s, then more power to them. But hon-food, but isn’t the whole point of choosing the healthy route so you don’t end up in the drive 
thru or parking lot of a McDonald’s? estly, the temptations people feel when they are being stared in the face by colorful pictures of
The McDonald’s Corporation has asked fitness guru and Oprah Winfrey’s personal trainer burgers and fries are overpowering. They might think differently and decide to go to the local 
Bob Greene to promote this new adult health meal. Supermodel Heidi Klum couldn’t get this market for a healthy fix.
meal and McDonald’s image to do the complete turn around company executives are looking _________________________________________________________________________________________
for. Am anda Hippe is a journalism senior and M ustang Daily staff writer.
More letters to the editor
Liberals are steering the direction of US 
Editor,
Why is it that the American university system supposedly 
stands for social diversity and tolerance, yet the average col­
lege campus these days has politically and socially liberal fac­
ulty outnumbering conservatives 10 to 1 ? In some cases, like 
in Ivy League Schools such as Brown, the ratio is 30 liberals 
to one conservative (see the latest David Horowitz universi­
ty polls).
Why is it perfectly acceptable under the guise of “toler­
ance” and cultural learning to hang the Five Pillars of Islam 
up in elementary and middle school classrooms, yet a teacher 
can be fired for placing the Ten Commandments next to it 
(as the case last year in a San Diego School District class­
room ) ?
Why is it considered an exercise of free speech and civil 
liberty, or even heroic to burn an American flag in public, 
yet one can be arrested and imprisoned for a hate crime if 
one chooses to burn a gay flag?
Why is it that one can be considered a threat to the envi­
ronment if one drives a new cleaner burning SUV, but 
another driving a beat up, old station wagon spewing exhaust 
with “Greenpeace” and “Keep Tahoe Blue” bumper stickers 
can be considered an environmentalist?
Why is it the same people who will go to great lengths to 
protect a tree or push for animal rights are in favor of human 
abortions? Do you think those people would be in favor of 
tearing a developed fetus from a cow or pet dog?
Why do we hear about the pw-kets of people in Iraq who 
do not want Americans there? How come major media out­
lets fail to make news of all the recent polls in Iraq proving 
that the clear majority of Iraqi people there are happy 
Saddam is gone, happy to have U .S. trotips helping them and 
want to model their new government after America? Even 
Democratic senators and congressmen have gone over to Iraq 
and returned praising the U .S .’s involvement there. Is that 
printed in major news?
Why do we cling to remembering the Holocaust (as we 
~ definitely should) and the awful systematic extermination of 
the Jews under a fascist regime, but we as a society are so 
quick to forget or cover up the tens of thousands who were 
butchered and dumped in mass graves under the brutal dic­
tatorship of Saddam Hussein?
Who is really running our country, and what direction are 
we being steered?
admire Hitler but not his actions.” It’s absurd and it shows 
that Arnold is either an admirer of Hiker or that he simply 
made a mistake (for which he hasn’t apologized).
Would you elect someone who said he admires the KKK, 
but only for their organizational skills? Arnold needs to be 
told this is unacceptable.
Annie  G ibson is a business adm inistration junior.
Republicans showing their true colors 
Editor,
Last week. Republicans across America showed their true 
colors.
First, we have Rush Limbaugh who resigned from ESPN 
after implying that Donovan McNabb was too stupid to be a 
quarterback because of his race.
Way to go. Rush! But hey, he did a good job of appealing 
to the conservative electorate who like to elect racists such 
as Trent Lott, Strom Thurmond and David Duke. And let’s 
not even get into Rush’s illegal drug addiction.
Next we have the Bush Administration, who has proven 
itsek to be traitorous and criminal, journalists have come 
forward in accusing Carl Rove, Bush’s right hand man, of 
leaking the identity of Valerie Flame as a CIA  undercover 
operative. If you don’t know, when a C IA  agent’s cover is 
blown, they tend to get murdered (along with their con­
tacts). Why did the W hite House decide to oust Ms. Flame? 
Because her husband, Joe Wilson, debunked Bush’s fraudu­
lent claim that Saddam was trying to get uranium in Niger. 
Apparently, the Bu.shies committed the felony cover-blowing 
just to get revenge.
And finally, Schwarzenegger. Poor, poor Arnold. Quite a 
few women have come forward with allegations that he is a 
serial molester. Apparently, throughout his adult life, he has 
made it a habit to grope unwilling women. It’s not just 
“offensive,” as Arnold put it —  it’s sexual assault, and it 
implies a deeply misogynist psychology. Plus, he admires 
Hitler.
Go Republicans!
Joe Priola is a Cal Poly alumni and deeply concerned citizen.
Arnold's Hitler comments innapropriate 
Editor,
Arnold Schwarzenegger’s comments about Hitler have 
taken everyone by surprise.
Arnold is saying that these allegations are taken out of 
context. But how can that be? He is quoted as saying he 
admires Hitler. I’m willing to give him the benefit of the 
doubt and believe him when he says he didn’t approve of 
what Hitler did, just his strengths as a speaker and leader. 
But why would you admire Hitler’s speech and leadership 
skills when there were so many other good leaders available? 
Why didn’t he say Churchill or Ghandi? You can’t seperate 
Hitler’s skills from his deeds. Anyone who still believes that 
this is only a smear campaign should ask him/herself this: 
Would you make that comment yourself? Would you say “1
Addressing Republican probiems 
Editor,
I am responding to John Holbus’ article, “Arnold can 
change Republican’s image” (O ct. 7). Mr. Holbus begins his 
article by posing the question, “W hat the hell is wrong with 
Republicans?” This is most likely a rhetorical question, but I 
am going to answer it anyway.
First, Republicans are the dictators of the American polit­
ical system. They impose their beliefs on everyone within 
reach of the mass media. They attack with contradicting 
arguments and factually incorrect information. Anyone dis­
agreeing with them will be damned to hell.
Second, Republicans are less educated than members of 
other parties. Because of the economic policies of the 
Republican Party, the country has an enormous deficit. This 
deficit causes spending cuts and the first funding to be cut is 
education. The lack of education spending causes substan­
dard schools, less teachers and less student access to learning 
tools. The lower education of the masses ensures a new crop 
of Republicans in the future. Look at the examples of George 
W. Bush and Dan Quail.
Now to the issue of the recall. Arnold Schwarzenegger is 
one of the worst candidates in the recall. Even though he is 
listed as a Republican, many of his views are rooted in the 
left. He is about the least Republican a Republican can get. 
The best reason not to vote for him is his views on Native 
American tribes running casinos.
He wants to impose state taxes on the revenue gained by 
the Indian casinos. These casinos are on reservations that 
have been designated as federal land. That means the land is 
not included in any state.
The matter of Arnold’s indiscretions is none of my busi­
ness. 1 don’t care who did what to whom 30 years ago. 
Doesn’t this remind you of the Clinton scandal 4 years ago?
The only way Arnold will change the image of republicans 
is by disguising them as Democrats.
Todd Duncan is a construction m anagem ent senior.
Daniel Nutting is a com puter science senior.
Issues are not just black and white 
Editor,
1 can’t help but pity all of you. You’re wandering about 
spouting the same drivel that has been force-fed to you since 
you were horn. All 1 ever hear are the same tired arguments. 
Homosexuals are evil, no their not. Abortion is wrong, it is 
a woman’s right to choose. When will you realize that noth­
ing in this world is quite so black and white? Nothing is 
inherently good or evil; it is a mixture of both.
Take Hitler for example (I choose this for the recent con­
troversy surrounding Schwarzenegger.) Just because his 
actions were deplorable does not make everything about him 
inherently evil. The name Hitler, the German nation and 
the Swastika have no moral properties whatsoever, yet are 
continuously treated as such. It could just as likely have been 
someone named Smith from Ireland using the Smiley-face as 
his symbol. Learn to look beyond what you have been told 
and take the good with the bad; it’s the only way things in 
this life come.
Letter policy
Letters become the property of the Mustang Daily. Mustang 
Daily reserves the right to edit letters for grammar, profanities and 
length. Letters, commentaries and cartoons do not represent the 
views of the Mustang Daily. Please limit length to 250 words. 
Letters should include the writer's full name, phone number, 
major and class standing.
By mail:
Letters to the Editor 
Building 26, Room 226 
Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo 
CA 93407 
By fox:
(805) 756^784
By e-mail: mustanqdailv@hQtmail.com
Letters must come from a Cal Poly e-mail account. Do not
send letters as an attachment Please send the text in the body of 
the e-mail.
Attention:
Your letter will not be printed unless you submit it in the cor­
rect format
Brandon M cHargue is a com puter science major.
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Healthy bars may not be that healthy
By Cassandra Johnson
DAILY TEXAN (UNIVERSITY TEXAS-AUSTIN)
AUSTIN, Texas —  They say, a per- 
SLTn can be given energy, a full day’s 
worth of nutrition and come in conve­
nient packaging for easy travel. 
Whether one needs a small pick-me-up 
L>r a meal replacement, bars seem to be 
where it’s at.
Since the first PowerBar hit the 
market 10 years ago, energy bars of 
all kinds have been popping up 
everywhere.
According to Consumer RepxTrts, 
.Americans spent $1.4 billion last year 
Lin Power Bars, and the trend is grow­
ing. The age of those targeted for the 
bars has dropped with the creation of 
cereal bars, which are marketed 
toward children. C lif Bar and 
PowerBar have expanded their line to 
include Luna bars and Pria bars made 
with nutritional needs of women in 
mind. PowerBar has a new bar that 
packs the energy of a regular bar into 
bite-size pieces.
However, nutritionists worry the 
bars are not as g(xxl for pieople as adver­
tised. Most energy bars (such as Clif 
Bars, which were made with bicyclists
in mind) are targeted toward athletes 
and those who need sustained energy. 
Other bars were made as meal replace­
ments for those watching their calorie 
intake. Still others are made as snacks. 
However, all of these add extra calories 
that people who maintain a healthy 
diet may not need.
Before a workout, they may not be 
for everyone every day, Monica 
Krygowski, a registered dietitian at 
University Health Services, said. 
Which kind and how often a person 
should eat energy bars depends on the 
student on a day-to-day basis and on 
the student’s daily activities.
Krygowski said a main function that 
complicates this decision is the 
glycémie index of fcxxls. Every ftxid has 
a rate at which the body is able to 
digest it and turn it into blcxxl sugar. 
The energy in bars, mixed with what is 
already in the stomach, can give the 
consumer a quick boost of energy and 
raise bltxxl sugar, but it can also pro­
duce a sleepy effect after the blood 
sugar has lowered.
Krygowski said she is also wary of 
bars that claim to give the user energy 
or endurance.
“What helps endurance is the exer­
cise and building the muscle,’’ she said. 
“The carbohydrates are fuel.’’
There is a fine line that companies 
walk when using this terminology to 
make those claims, Krygowski said.
Jamal Payne, a Gregory gym cafe 
employee, said the type of energy given 
by energy bars isn’t for him.
“I believe that if you are going to 
work out, you should be all natural,” 
Payne said. “The college ftxitball play­
ers may need a boost because they work 
out constantly, but I'm just a three or 
four workout a week type of guy.”
To satisfy people like Payne, who 
prefer natural ingredients, some com­
panies such as Clif and PowerBar are 
including more organic ingredients to 
make their bars healthier. However, 
the quality of the ingredients may be 
compromised when put into bar form.
Some store owners claim the 
nutrients in the bars are just as good 
as the nutrients in natural fruits and 
vegetables.
Lance Kotara, a public relations 
junior and sales assLx;iate at General 
Nutrition Centers said most people 
looking for energy bars use them as a 
meal replacement or a supplement to 
their diet.
Study: Dieting can 
cause weight gain
By Nicole B. Urken
HARVARD CRIMSON (HARVARD UNIVERSITY)
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. —  Frequent 
dieters may be at greater risk to gain 
excessive weight compared to others, 
according to a study released Monday 
by researchers at Harvard Medical 
Sch(X)l.
The team, which lixiked at the 
dietary habits of boys and girls between 
the ages of nine and 14, determined that 
dieting to control weight is not only 
ineffective but may lead to weight gain.
HMS assistant professor of pediatrics 
Alison E. Field, who served on the 
research team, said the study stands 
apart from those previously conducted 
because none addressed a direct correla­
tion between weight gain and dieting 
habits.
Previously, she said, studies on diet­
ing were unable to Lktermine whether 
weight-gain incurred was a result of 
overweight individuals who remain 
overweight despite their dieting or due
to flaws in dieting itself.
Field said the researchers’ techniques 
helped them differentiate between 
these two phenomena.
“This study takes into considera­
tion how much these kids consume 
and what their specific habits are,” 
Field said.
The study tracked 8,203 girls and 
6,769 boys, ages nine to 14, for three 
ears, all of whom were children of 
nurses at Boston’s Brigham &. 
Women’s Hospital. Researchers 
ftxzussed on dietary intake, physical 
activity, frequency of eating, weight 
and height.
The study postulates that frequent 
dieters may be more likely to gain 
weight because they may be more 
likely to partake in binge cycles. 
Also, the study contends, frequent 
dieters may suffer due to the 
increased metabolic efficiency which 
comes with dieting and means that 
dieters often require fewer calories to 
maintain weight over time.
Pre-menstrual 
diagnoses 
spark debate
By Valentina Dutta
THE DAILY FREE PRESS (BOSTON UNIVERSITY)
BOSTON —  Every month, some 
women experience depression, anxi­
ety, irritability, mood swings and 
physical symptoms such as breast 
tenderness or bloating.
According to the .American 
Psychiatric Association, these 
WLimen aren’t just experiencing nor­
mal premenstrual syndrome, which 
attects many women in varying 
forms once a month.
Experts say these women are deal­
ing with PMDD —  premenstrual 
dysphoric disorder —  a severe form 
ot PMS that has caused controversy 
m the psychiatric world ever since 
Its inclusion in the APA’s Diagnostic 
.ind St.itistical Manual ot Mental 
Disorders in 1987.
This manual estimates ] to 9 per­
cent ot menstruating women in 
America sutter from PMDD —  about 
half a milium women. Rut many crit­
ics said this IS a false diagnosis —  
that PMDD in fact does not exist.
The Diagnostic Manual describes 
the disorder as a “depressive disorder, 
not otherwise specified,” and 
describes its symptoms as depression, 
.inxiety, anger or irritability, severe 
mood swings and physical symptoms 
such as breast tenderness and bloat­
ing. These symptoms are almost 
identical to those of PMS
Importantly, the symptoms are 
diK'umented as disappearing soon 
.ifter menstruation begins.
Some critics, like Paula Caplan, a 
visiting scholar at the Pembroke 
Center for Women at Brown 
University, question the existence of 
the disorder because they say the 
A PA has produced no convincing 
evidence to show that PMDD exists.
“If you are suffering from depression 
you need to be told you are 
depressed,” Caplan said in a phone 
interview. “To call it PMDD when 
there is no scientific evidence to show 
that it exists, and then to base any 
treatment on that, means you are 
being subjected to experimental treat­
ment without informed consent.”
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Clarett has right to run where he pleases
By Sean Martin
MUSTANG DAILY SPORTS EDITOR
I had a dream last night. About 
Paul Tagliahue.
No, my life hasn’t become so 
sports-ohsessed that I’ve ditched my 
Laetitia Casta fantasies for those of 
scan tily-c lad commissioners
(though
B u a Commentary
S e 1 i g ^
does look surprisingly good in a 
two-piece).
But there he was, the NFL’s main 
man, stepping to the podium and 
saying the words 1 most want to 
hear come next April.
“And with the first pick in the 
2004 NFL draft, the C incinnati
Bengals (who else?) select Maurice 
Clarett of Ohio State.’’
Clarett tiled suit recently against 
the National Football League to 
become eligible for next year’s draft. 
He has every right to play. Who are 
they to tell a man when he can 
work?
The NFL, though, doesn’t care 
what 1, nor anyone else, has to say, 
except for U.S. District Judge Shira 
Scheindlin.
The lawsuit, which was filed in a 
New York federal court, said the 
NFL’s rule on draft eligibility vio­
lates antitrust laws and hurts com­
petition, according to NFL.com. 
Currently, players are not eligible 
for the NFL until their high school
Student Housing North 
Campus Update Meeting
Friday. Octolnr W. 2003 
3:30 - 5:00 pm PAG Pavllkn
The campus community is invited to hear 
an update on the Student Housing North 
project at a meeting on Friday, October 
10 from 3:30 to 5:00 p.m. at the PAC 
Pavilion.
Student Housing North is the on-campus 
residential community planned to provide 
apartment units for 2,700 students.
The October 10  ^ meeting will cover the 
current status of the project.
For more information regarding Student 
Housing North, see the Facilities 
Planning Web site: 
www.facilities.calpoly.edu
class has reached its third year in 
college.
“Any attempt by competitors to 
restrain competition in the labor 
market is regarded by the courts 
with great suspicion,” said Paul 
Haagen, a Duke law professor, in an 
article on ESPN.com. “Unless the 
restraint falls under a limited num­
ber of narrow exceptions, it will be 
treated as a violation of the 
antitrust laws.”
The NFL expressed its opposi­
tion, but did not give any reasons 
for its stance.
They simply said, through 
spokesman Greg A iello in that 
ESPN.com article, “We do not 
believe that this lawsuit serves the
best interests of Maurice Clarett or 
college players in general.”
The NFL hasn’t been more wrong 
since it decided to give a NFL team 
to Houston instead of the second- 
largest market in the country.
There is a simple analogy that 
proves this.
If 1 got suspended for a year from 
Poly tor overstating the value of 
goods stolen from my car (Geico 
beware) as Clarett did, I would be 
able to get any job where I was 
hired. 1 could pack up my things 
and head straight to the Madera 
Tribune to make $12,000 a year 
covering middle school sports; that 
is why I picked this major.
Why shouldn’t this obviously
GAL-POL-Y ARTS
PRESENTS
CELEBllArED AUTHOR AND 
RADIO COMMENTATOR
SARAH VOWELL
A favorite on 
LETTERMAN! 
CONAN!
THE DAILY SHOW"!
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 10 - 8 p.m.
Cal Poly Theatre
Comic monologues and social observations from the 
best-selling author and National Public Radio 
contributor whom the Los Angeles Times calls,
A MADONNA OF AMERICANA.// //
STUDENT TICKET DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE! 
Call the Performing Arts Ticket Office
756-2787
For artist samples, visit www.calpolyarts.org
STUDENT RUSH NEWS!
Check our web site for
SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNTS!!!
"Student Rush" means that all available seating 
to select Cal Poly Arts shows are ONLY $5 for any 
seats sold ONE HOUR PRIOR TO CURTAIN at 
the Performing Arts Ticket Office. STUDENT 
RUSH EVENTS will be selected by Cal Poly Arts 
and discount information will be posted three 
days in advance via the "What's New?" link on 
the Cal Poly Arts web site: www.calpolyarts.org.
gifted individual, who is destined 
for bigger and better things, be 
allowed to ply his trade? Clarett 
isn’t that interested in an educa­
tion, or else he wouldn?t be leaving 
school early, so let him go. College 
football and the NFL only have one 
difference: the pay is better.
Besides, those who complain 
about players leaving school early 
think big-time college athletics are 
about giving kids an education the 
way Fox News is “fair and bal­
anced.”
Athletes aren’t learning thing 
while they are in school, so why 
stay? Academic scandals have long 
been a part of NCAA competition. 
Take Georgia and Fresno State’s 
basketball teams, who both with­
drew from postsea.son play this year 
because of improprieties. 1 have 
friends who watched certain 
Heisman Trophy winners pick up 
their prewritten papers.
This ca.se will not be the begin­
ning of an NFL “baby boom," either. 
Football is the most violent of the 
major sports. Physical maturity, 
therefore, is an even greater 
attribute for draft picks. Each year 
in college means another year in 
the weight room, and another year 
becoming more attractive to pro 
teams.
College players will wait longer 
to improve their draft status and get 
that bigger signing bonus.
The only people this rule benefits 
are the colleges who profit from the 
athletes’ on-field affairs. College 
sports are athletic apprenticeship at 
its worst. Players have to pay money 
(scholarships doesn’t cover every­
thing) in high-stakes games where 
millions of dollars, that they will 
never see, are at stake.
I hope Judge Scheindlin agrees 
and removes the shackles the NFL 
has placed on Maurice Clarett.
Sean Martin is a journalism  senior 
and M ustang Daily sports editor.
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' Help W anted |  Announcem ents I Campus Clubs For Sale For Sale
Movie E x tra s  / Models 
needed
No exp. required  
Earn  up to $500-
Dem onstrator. Tüscany  
Ex p ressio n s Authentic  
Italian Paint 
310-393-1315
Green Rockin/ Co ncert  
Jo o se , David Lynch, 
m ore...
Sunday, O ct. 12, 2003 12-
Attention all students  
and staff in the English  
departm ent:
The annual student and  
faculty
softball gam e and BBQ is  
Saturday, O ct. 11 
C u esta  Park
Toyota Tercel ‘92  
$1200, runs great, 
N ice Stereo!
C a ll S teve 459-1462
Need an extra $36,000 a 
year?
Vending route for sa le : 
Cost $6500.00  
Help find m issing  children  
1-800-568-1392 or
•
G ET  YOUR C LA S S IF IE D  
AD IN NOW!!
C la ss if ie d s
C la ss if ie d s  are killer! BBQ at 12, gam e at 2 756-1143
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Notebook
Women's Soccer
Women rise in 
national rankings 
after win
CAL POLY SPORTS INFORMATION REPORT
The Cal Poly women’s soccer team has jumped to No. 19 in the Soccer America poll 
and received votes in the 
Soccerbuzz and National Soccer 
Coaches AsstKiation of America 
polls. The Mustangs are 11-1 over­
all and 2-0 in the Big West.
The Mustangs first appeared in 
the polls Sept. 15 at No. 23 in the 
Soccer America poll. They had a 6- 
0 record at the time. The following 
week, the Mustangs were 8-0 and 
ranked in all three polls. They were 
ranked No. 21 in the Sixcerhuzz 
poll, No. 23 in Soccer America and 
No. 25 in the NSCAA poll.
After losing to nationally-ranked 
Santa Clara the following weekend, 
the Mustangs dropped out of the 
piills; they only received votes in 
the polls, hut did not crack the top 
25. Now, after a 2-0 start in the Big 
West and one week out of the polls, 
the Mustangs have returned to the 
polls. They have reached their 
highest ranking of the season at 
No. 19.
The Mustangs are in action this 
weekend Oct. 10 and 12 as they 
host a pair ot Big West games, start­
ing with DC Riverside on Friday, at 
7 p.m. and then Cal St, Fullerton 
on Sunday, at 1 p.m. Both games 
will he at Mustang Stadium.
Men's Soccer
Men will travel to 
face Gonzaga
CAL POLY SPORTS INFORMATK)N REPORT
The Cal Poly Mustangs’ s i k - cer team have one match this week as they travel to 
Gonzaga University for a non-con­
ference match on Oct. 12 at 1 p.m. 
The Mustangs are now 3-3-2 over­
all, 1-1 in the Big West. The 
Mustangs are 2-4 against the 
Bulldogs all-time, including four 
straight losses. The last time Cal 
Poly downed Gonzaga was during 
the 1995 season. The Mustangs are 
0-2-1 on the road this season.
Cal Poly is 3-0 at home this sea­
son, outscoring its opponents 5-1, 
including two shutouts.
The Bulldogs are 5-4-1 overall, 
0-1 in the West Coast Conference. 
Last weekend, the Bulldogs had one 
conference match against W CC 
powerhouse University of Portland. 
The Bulldogs were defeated hy the 
Pilots 3-2 in overtime. They are led 
by Ami Pjeturrson, who hits four 
goals and five assists, and Scott 
Yu.ska, who has five goals and two 
assists.
The Bulldogs are coached by 
Einar Thorarinsson, who is in the 
9th seastm with Gonzaga. He is the 
most successful coach in the history 
of the Bulldog’s men’s stKcer pro­
gram. He has compiled a 74-53-9 
record at Gtinzaga.
NCAA Drug Testing
Ephedrine spurs 
policy change
► NCAA may modify 
drug testing policy 
thanks to ephedrine
By Matt Mackey
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
Urinating in test cups may soon 
become a familiar practice to ath­
letes competing in every N CAA- 
sanctioned sport.
The NCAA is in the process of 
d e c i d i n g  
whether or not 
^ Football and to expand 
track are current- their drug-test- 
ly subject to ran- ing program, 
dom  tests. Under current
policy, the
►  The proposal only sports
w ould have all that are sub- 
athletes subject je ct to year- 
to tests. round, random
drug testing 
are Division 1 and 11 football and 
Division 1 track. Athletes compet­
ing in all other Division 1, 11 and 
111 sports can only be tested if they 
reach their respective cham pi­
onships.
The proposals are being 
reviewed by the NCAA’s Division 
1 Management Council. Should 
the proposals be approved, ran­
dom testing on all collegiate ath­
letes could begin as early as the 
2004-05 school year.
Potential N CAA policy 
changes were spurred by a 2001 
NCAA survey, which found sig­
nificant growth in athletes’ use of 
performance enhancing drugs. In- 
particular, 3.9 percent of all ath­
letes admitted to using ephedrine, 
a NCAA banned substance.
Ephedrine is a powerful stimu­
lant, which raises a person’s body 
temperature, bltKid pressure, and 
heart rate. In rare cases, ephedrine 
has caused brain and heart damage 
to athletes using the drug during 
intense workouts. A number of 
professional and collegiate ath­
letes’ deaths have been linked to 
ephedrine use.
W hether the changes are made 
to prevent recreational drug use or 
to level the playing field by cur­
tailing performance-enhancing 
drugs. Cal Poly head basketball
PHOTO illu strat io n /mustang  daily
In a 2001 NCAA survey, 3.9 percent of all athletes admitted to 
using ephedrine, which has been linked to athletes' deaths. 
Ephedrine is a powerful stimulant that can increase heart rate, 
body temperature and blood pressure.
mance by drugs. I’m a firm believ-
“/ think it would be good 
for a lot o f reasons. We 
should not have enhanced 
performance by 
drugs...Vm a firm believer 
in a clean life.*’/'
KevinBrom ley
Men's basketball head coacn
coach Kevin Bromley views year- 
round testing as a positive move.
“1 think it would be good for a 
lot of reasons,” Bromley said. “We 
should not have enhanced perfor-
“J see this as potentially 
becoming very destruc­
tive, obliterating college 
sports.”
W olfgan g  Gartner
Men's soccer head coach
er in clean life. 1 elon’t think you 
should have marijuana, alcohol, 
uppers, downers or anything else 
in your system.”
Even so, Bromley understands 
the financial reasons why the 
NCAA has not previously consid­
ered universal testing.
“It is costly to administer it and 
have it tested,” he said. “On a 
football team, for example, you are 
talking about testing 80 to 85 peo­
ple at probably $40 or $50 apiece.”
Cal Poly men’s soccer coach 
Wolfgang Gartner agrees that drug 
testing would be good for the 
game, but is hesitant to agree with 
the Way in which the NCAA 
would penalize athletes and ques­
tions the intentions behind the 
testing.
“Is it meant to be punitive, or is 
it meant to be helpful to the ath­
letes?” Gartner asked. “Is it to help 
students change their lives or pun­
ish and get rid of people? I’m not 
on the extreme side of punitive 
penalties. To clean up the game 
yes, but more important is to help 
people overcome something nega­
tive in their lives.”
Gartner points out that college 
students in general are more likely 
to be using social, recreational 
drugs like marijuana than other 
segments of society, a trait which 
would logically extend to student 
athletes.
“You would be blind to assume 
that your athletes aren’t part of 
the general student body who use 
siKial drugs,” Gartner said. “There 
are probably a lower number of 
athletes that use them compared 
to the general student body, 
though, because they recognize 
that using drugs like marijuana 
does not go along with performing 
at their peak.”
Gartner said people underesti­
mate how much drug use really 
goes on in college sports, and won­
ders if the NCAA would have the 
means to enforce all the infrac­
tions.
“1 see this as potentially becom­
ing very destructive and obliterat­
ing college sports,” Gartner said.
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# 23 W Soccer Long Beach St.
Kelsey Carroll (F) —  2 goals
#20 Football #8 Montana
H @  17
Jordan Beck (LB) —  23 tackles (school record)
Volleyball #23 Pacific
Q @  3
Cal Poly —  .119 hitting percentage
M Soccer Cal St. Fullerton2 VS. 0
Gellman (F), Woodward (MF) — 1 goal apiece
#23 W  Soccer UC Irvine
2 (0) 1
Sharon Day (F) —  Game-winning goal
Volkeyboll
Q:
^Cal St. Northridge
Jessica Oiepersloot (OH) —  16 kills
V oileyball V S .
fri., oct. 10,7 p.m.
Idaho
# 19  W  S o ccer V S .
fri., oct. 10, 7 p.m.
U C  Riverside
# 2 3  F o o tb all @
sat., oct. 11,3 p.m.
Akron
Volleyball V S .
sat., oct. 11,7 p.m.
Utah State
M  S o ccer
sun., oct. 12,1 p.m.
Gonzaga
# 19 W  S o ccer Cal St. Fullerton 
sun., oct. 12,1 p.m.
IVf So ccer @
weds., oct. 15,7 p.m.
Cal St. Fullerton
#23 Football V S .
sat., oct. 18, 7 p.m.
St, Mary’s
# 19 W  So ccer
sun., oct. 19, 7 p.m.
U C S B
By the numbers
7
Cal Poly football is se v ­
enth in the nation in net 
punting w ith an average  
of 38 .56  yards. Punter 
Gilbert Rocha is 10th in 
punting average w ith a 
42 .56  yards per punt 
average. The M ustangs  
are also  22nd in the  
nation in punt return 
with an average of 12.1 
yards per return. That is 
also  Darrell Jo n e s' per­
sonal mark, ranking him 
24th in the country.
VCVdno<d,i\ A qurstton
Who won the 1993 ALCS?
Sene/ answers to: spmartin&calpoly.edu
lm-Ad.«\'% Qiivfttion
Who won the 1993 NLCS? 
Philadelphia Phillies
Congratulations to Laura T m  Not Related to 
Paul but I Like His Salad Dressing’ Newman!
Sports editor Sean Martin can be 
reached at 756-1796 or mustang-
dailysports^V^^^’C***^
